


AWS, Ansible, and Awesomeness
An Adventure in Serverless-ness



Introduction

About your speaker:
● Brian Felton (bjfelton@gmail.com)
● Principal Engineer at Emerson
● Problem Solver and Automation Enthusiast

About this presentation:

● Largely AWS- and Ansible-specific
● About the journey, not the destination
● So. Much. Code.
● Questions are welcomed and encouraged!

mailto:bjfelton@gmail.com
http://www.emerson.com/en-us/commercial-residential-solutions


Story Time!

Your team is using Postgres as a datastore.  Automation has been 
eschewed because default setups are a breeze and time is limited.  
Since then:
● You’ve changed the port because Reasons(™)
● You’ve changed user authentication mechanisms
● You’ve added replication and backup
● You’ve tweaked system configuration and added monitoring
● You’ve applied a patch or three
● Team members have come and gone

Surprise!  Your PG instances lives in a rack that just went dark!  
How quickly can your team rebuild it?



Neat Story; How Is That Relevant?

When your infrastructure consists of servers and services that run 
on those servers, there is a bright(er) line between infrastructure 
automation and CI automation.  With a serverless architecture, that 
line is blurred.

The point?  If you don’t make infrastructure automation a first-class 
concern, you won’t have automated deployments, and you’ll likely 
end up with special snowflake configurations.



General Guiding Principles

● Automation good; Idempotent Automation better
● Don’t let perfect be the enemy of the good
● Laziness is a virtue
● TODO automation notes/stories are lies to your future self
● If it doesn’t have an API, it’s probably not worth using
● Write code that a junior engineer can maintain
● When in doubt, boot it out



Tools of the Trade

There are a great many tools that can help you automate 
everything.  To name a few:
● Ansible
● Chef
● Puppet
● SaltStack
● CloudFormation
● Terraform
● DIY (Bash, Perl, Python, Powershell, etc.)

There’s no right answer.  Use what makes sense for you and your 
team.



Server vs. Serverless

Some unique challenges await you on your journey…
● You are beholden to APIs (especially for idempotence!)
● Vendor secret sauce
● Diagnostic hell (no server logs; no lsof or friends)
● Better hope the docs and community are good

But it’s not all bad!

● No configuration drift
● No security patching fire drills
● Smaller attack surface (arguably)



Enough Premise!  Get to the Problem!

Project: Migrate a product’s infrastructure and services from one 
provider to another.  Some guidelines:
● Monolithic apps that need to be rewritten into micro(ish) services
● Server-based -> serverless architecture
● Hundreds of thousands of existing users with hardware gizmo (limited 

configuration/update options)
● Expectation of seamless cutover (no downtime)
● Moving to AWS with no major AWS expertise
● Change in language(s), OS, etc.



The Destination

./aws_deployifier.sh -e <environment> -a <asset> -v <version>

● One script to rule them all
● Deploys infrastructure, containers, services, websites -- everything
● Cleans up on success; leaves useful artifacts on failure
● Dozens of deployable artifacts; one deploy job



Step 0: Begin at the Beginning

● API Count: 8
● Asset Count: 4
● AWS Service Count: 5 (API Gateway, IAM, Lambda, Dynamo, Cloudwatch)
● State of the world:

○ Server configuration paradigm for serverless assets
○ One giant ball of config
○ AWS Lambda-specific shared contracts



Step 1: The First Tweaks

● API Count: 8
● Asset Count: 4
● AWS Service Count: 5
● Progress!

○ Isolated asset configuration to individual dictionaries
○ Updated roles to be unaware of asset being deployed
○ Playbooks slightly more idiomatic



Step 2: Asset Definitions are Born

● API Count: 18
● Asset Count: 12
● AWS Service Count: 6 (+S3)
● Progress!

○ Migrated away from more server-specific logic
○ Normalized on term ‘asset_def’
○ Intermediary step; precursor to...



Step 3: Enter the Deployifier

● API Count: 31
● Asset Count: 23
● AWS Service Count: 10 (+ALB, ECS, IoT, Cloudwatch Events)
● The Deployifier is born

○ Eliminated copy/paste playbooks
○ No more remembering playbook-specific flags
○ Simplified Jenkins/CI
○ Cut cycle time
○ Lowers friction to automating future services
○ Uses Ansible to generate more Ansible



Interlude: The Elephant in the Room

While great progress was made, we still had not tackled true API 
Gateway.  To recap, the existing process:

● Relied on giant Swagger docs for configuration
● Required (occasionally destructive) non-idempotent 

deployments
● Could only be deployed a few times a minute
● Was unsustainable



Interlude: The Elephant in the Room

To address the elephant, we wrote an Ansible library.  

● Fully tested and test-driven
● Implements a large majority of the boto API Gateway API (dozens of API calls; 

11 modules)
● Fully idempotent (unless otherwise noted)
● Documented!
● No plans to submit for inclusion with Ansible core

https://github.com/emersonsoftware/api-gateway-ansible


Step 4: Automating Elephants

● API Count: 43
● Asset Count: 30
● AWS Service Count: 10 (Lambda w/Environment Configuration API)
● Progress!

○ Lambda deploys can now be built once and deployed to all environments
○ API Gateway is now fully automated
○ Open sourced API Gateway Ansible library
○ Giant cutover; I owe Perl a beer
○ Deployifier updated to support API GW-only deploys

● Surprising Ansible Things
○ You can’t loop over blocks
○ “{{ undefined_thing | default(None) }}” passes “” to your module

https://github.com/emersonsoftware/api-gateway-ansible
https://github.com/emersonsoftware/api-gateway-ansible


Step 5: Today-ish

● API Count: 65
● Asset Count: 41
● AWS Service Count: 15 (RDS, Elasticache, CLB, EC2, Route53)
● Progress!

○ Configuration lives with assets
○ (Mostly) Full infrastructure automation
○ Easy to swap infrastructure for services
○ Easy to introduce new services

● Development Process Improvements
○ Single bucket for build artifacts + Ansible config
○ Unified build file (gulpfile) with Jenkins and Ansible tasks
○ Unified Jenkinsfile



The End

Thank you!


